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3 steps to
style at
work
NICOLE RUSSO

As a personal stylist at Let's Get You, my clients need to look professional and
polished in various work environments. I’m excited to share my 3 steps to
curating a wardrobe that keeps you comfortable and looking your best.

Whether balancing children,
clients, or networking in a
single day, this guide will
show you:

How
How
How
How

to
to
to
to

manage your career and still have personal style
choose pieces that fit comfortably regardless of the setting
always be prepared for changing environments
stay professional while managing multiple responsibilities

To always feel polished and comfortable at work, outline a few basic standards
for all your outfits. This becomes your unique formula for style success.

Step 1:
Find Your
Formula

Choose the adjectives that depict how you want to look
Only buy pieces that fit those adjectives
Select pieces that fit comfortably and are easy to wear
Make sure every item supports this formula

FORMULA CONT'D

Formula 101
A common need of every single work outfit is:
comfortable, polished, and modest. These three
elements would be your formula.

Below are two outfits that are
comfortable, polished, and modest.
What makes them fit the formula?

1. Flexible and
move with you.
(Comfortable)
2. Nice quality,
simple
sophisticated.
(Polished)
3. Acceptable
when interacting
with anyone.
(Modest)

Once you have a formula outlined, you can explore personal style and
maintain your professional integrity.

Step 2:
Detail and Color

Add color, shape, and textures to incorporate personal style
Keep your formula top of mind
You have total control over your professional appearance

STEP 2 CONT'D

Detail &
Color 101

From our original example above, swap out the
white shirt for a colorful, pussy bow blouse.

...or swap the brown boot for a luxe, suede high top sneaker

When specific situations arise, quick and easy changes can set you up for
a successful presentation.

Step 3:
Transitioning

Small changes can quickly shift your look
In a pinch, most outfits will be appropriate for day-to-night
Add jewelry, makeup and a dressier shoe for an evening look
Layering supports seasonal dressing and can make a look
more or less conservative
Pre-planning and preparations are key

STEP 3 CONT'D

Transitioning 101

Swap out the boots for a dressier shoe for a more
sophisticated work event.

...or add a blazer and dress shoe

By following these steps you create the image you desire with less
frustration. You'll have a wardrobe that suits your lifestyle, professional goals
and gives you room to explore personal style.

Additional
Takeaways

Maximize outfit options by having an interlinking wardrobe
Apply your formula to create poised and simple outfits
If you find items are not working, reevaluate your formula

MASTER YOUR WARDROBE PUZZLE
By having as much of your wardrobe interlink,
you maximize your outfit options as much as possible,
Apply my step by step formula to create poised, stylish,
and uncomplicated outfits.
Groom as late as possible to look fresher and feel ready to
present.
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As a personal stylist, I am
deeply passionate about
shifting a person’s perspective
of what is possible. My expert
understanding of retail,
design, proportions, and color,
gives people a path to see
themselves a way they have
always imagined, but have yet
to recreate in real life.
I have a Bachelor of Science
from the Fashion Institute of
Technology.
My work has been featured in
Glam, Women’s Health, and
Fast Company.

